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Abstract:-Today, every body fundamentally requires an advanced cell. There are enormous measure of conceivable outcomes
and various degrees saw in various zones of the portable world. With this fast development in portable administrations the
analysts are frightened about the security dangers and are working upon it by making sure about the foundations which
bolster the online-interface and other conveyed administrations. In this paper, we examine about utilizing AES calculation for
dealing with the information of Android cell phones. The goal is to offer such types of assistance which can make sure about
clients' information. This information security procedure of PDAs is very novel.
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II. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE
I.INTRODUCTION
1. Motivation
Man has embraced mobile phones like a best friend.
Among 7 billion people worldwide, around 4 billion
smart phones and millions of tablets are in use. A smart
phone has various utilizations like taking pictures,
watching movies, listening songs, surfing internet,
making bank transactions, using social media, calling etc.
A smart phone user keeps all his personal and
professional data in his phone. These devices are valued
immensely as we keep all our records in it. The personal
data carried by such mobile devices are very important.
These important and sensitive data (account numbers,
policy numbers and others) can cause trouble if the device
is lost. At present, there is a huge number of populations
which recognize the security threat of smart devices and
personal computers.
Still many do not realize the everyday threat while
accessing their smart devices. As a matter of fact, around
32 percent of the population thinks that they do not
require any software for securing their smart phone
devices. But this mindset and rising fame of smart mobile
devices have attracted cyber crime up to an extreme
extent. Over the period of months the attacks have
increased and reached up to 37 percent. This has become
the topic of discussion at this hour and several reports
have been published for the same. These reports also talk
about the susceptibility of the android smart devices. The
susceptibility of smart phones is about 99 percent as
mentioned by a survey.
These personal phones and tablets are actually a type of
mini-computers and they are more prone to vulnerability
than desktops. Therefore, a mobile user must be very
careful about his smart device and install a simple
application and put a password to safeguard his data.

Our mobile devices will have the next-gen operating
system instead of desktops or mainframes. Along with the
existing services available online, the current novel
environments of developmental approach has opened
space for newer applications and markets and have
facilitated bigger integration. As the services of data
supported smart phones have risen, the chances of
susceptibility have increased. The next generation should
provide the crucial wide-ranging security infrastructure.
Android is the most widely used operating system of
smart phones. Android has covered a huge amount of
developers working for it and making applications and
new products every day. The main reason behind its
success is that Android lets its developers effortlessly
extend phone services online. The chief impetus behind
this project is to provide security and privacy to a smart
phone user and it gets easier when Android gives easy
access to developers.
Majority number of smart phones and tablets are
programmed to have only two control states; Lock and
unlock. Accessibility of a smart device control is
investigated by all-or nothing by a smart phone user. With
user preferences we discovered all-or-nothing device
access control to be extremely unfit. The participants
demanded to keep their certain applications available
even after locking and protecting the phone via
authentication. Hence, to avoid any unwanted share of
your crucial data and information one should be aware of
the borrower. However, in the current scenario, only
owner of the phone get an access to it because the OS
which enables a single-user-mode. Thus, it was assumed
that there is an urgent demand to prohibit the borrowers to
access certain applications to install or uninstall. Below,
there is a description about prototype of implementation
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of detailed model that expands the currently available
Android app framework. The one propounded is one of
the accessible methodologies which provide protection to
user from the data personal.
2. Objectives
 To facilitate a user by providing him viable solutions to
consign password to individual files.
 To provide security and privacy to the users for securing
personal stuff on their smart phones.
 This has to be achieved by a process that consumes
lesser CPU cycles and avoids impediments
of
Encryption and Decryption.
 A competent substitute option to All-or-nothing access.

III. BACKGROUND ABOUT ANDROID OS
1. Application Behavior
The Android application runs by a UID as a different
process in itself whereas unlike desktop which has a
single UID upon which all the applications work. The
unique quality of UID is to safeguard all the data which is
stored in it. The programs in Android are unable to
perform any particular operation on each other, that is to
say, data reading or writing etc. The unambiguous data
sharing should take place between the applications.
Because of such characteristic, Buffer over Flow attack (a
compromise) has been restricted to apps and their data.
However, it must significantly be put into notice that any
other program can be launched by an application which
will work according to the launch of UID of application.
It is a necessary requirement that a developer signs his or
her application before running an application on an
Android device. Later developers use these self-signed
certificates for code-signing. To update own applications
hassle-free, code-signing is done by a developer.
.
2. Files and preferences
UNIX-style file permissions are used by Android. Each
app owns a file system exactly like a home directory
which aids with user IDs. This characteristic feature
serves only Internal-memory. Always one question s
raised “How does other applications are provided with the
exposure of private data i.e. Standard method of
applications ?" The answer is that the exposure of private
depends upon the Content-Providers.

IV. EXISTING APPLICATIONS FOR
SECURITY
In Android phones the Google play store has many apps
which provide the necessity of password protection of
videos and images. Every app in the store is built under an
application layer and each of the app has pros and cons of

its own. Some of the most frequently used Android
security apps are listed below.
 App Lock
 Smart App Protector
 File Cover
 Gallery Private
 Free Data Vault
 Gallery Lock Pro
1. Android File Protector
Advantages:
 Safety: When one downloads this app he experiences
the level of privacy and feels safe about it. No one other
than the owner himself can use the phone or sees the
files in it.
 Easy To Use: It is very easy to operate. Anyone can
download and use this app.
 Guarantee: This product gives a whopping 30 days
money-back
Guarantee i.e. if a person is dissatisfied by the
performance he can get his money returned.
Disadvantages:
 Locks: This app slows down the speed while locking
and unlocking. Accessing files will be less quick than
normal as files which are locked take time to get
unlocked.
 Passwords: One must ensure oneself of remembering
the password as forgetting it would be time consuming
and contain a little hassle.
2. File Locker
Advantages
 This app smoothly works in protecting and encrypting
or your files on an Android smart device.
 The unauthorized access is protected.
 The encoding of file is done by this app which
ultimately makes the files unreadable.
Disadvantages
 Forgetting password will be troublesome. You might
need to generate new password every time you lock a
file.
 The password that you set is not stored on the phone.
While we unlock the phone a simple checksum is
performed. So, it s advised that one must not slip away
his password or he will be unable to open files.
 When the file gets locked the owner receives a
notification on the phone about the change of file name.
It is suggested that the encrypted file name remains
unchanged as the app is incapable to restore the original
name and by the result of which the file remains locked
for good.
3. Easy File Locker
Advantages
 As the name suggests it is comparatively easier to
utilize.
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 The remarkable quality of this is app is that it keeps on
protecting the personal files even when one does not
run the program.
Disadvantages
 Encryption algorithm is not utilized by this app instead
of which simple set of Cascade Protection Levels is
being used. The CPL consists of permissions to write,
access, provide visibility and erase.
 Over all protection is not guaranteed.
 Simple and plain interface is offered.

2. At Application Level
The whole project is completed and constructed in Java.
In order to develop the rear-end of the project utilization
of the Eclipse IDE is done. It has all the technicalities to
construct a java application. Many around the globe has
recognized that this is the best tool present for developing
Java. For Java Developers the Eclipse IDE do provide
superior editing along with validation, cross-referencing,
code assist, incremental compilation; an XML editor.

V. EXISTING METHODS
1. At System Level
Boot has been performed by the kernel which was
attached.
One must have to go to bootloader.com and needs to
connect this to USB port of the computer system which
has Android SDK installed in it. Requires to locate the
fast-boot command in that particular folder. Fast-boot
boot-z image and boot it. Kernel source has to be
downloaded from the tcdev.com vivo-ics-crc-3.0.16 and
source has to be extracted and moved to the directory. For
kernel compilation arm-eabi-4.4.3 cross compiler has
been used. For making boot.img Android kitchen has to
be installed. The unused attribute bits has been used as
flag to denote if the file is locked or unlocked.
These bits are accessible in fat.h in the msdos-inode-info
structure. At low level, these unix file internals may not
be similar as fat internals. But the one that is similar to
unix is syscall which internally manages and controls
vfat. So, the 'rm' command will call 'unlink' as syscall
which Kernel detects as vfat. It will entually performs the
operations of vfat. As we do not delete anything we are
less likely to be bothered about the Free-List. Sometimes
we might hide a data and if theinode which is hidden is
put on the Free-List, the Kernel might assume it as a
deleted file and could utilize it for the very next allocation
of files. So, by that very way we can say that it is
overwritten. Well, there is no different opening for fat.
But there is namei(). In namei-vfat.c, namei gives out
inode when the given path file works as parameter. And
one can verify if that inode has some hidden bit-on. We
will be able to return error on namei itself which will
progressively return to that particular application where
the file seems to be not existing. We have introduced a
new operation ioctl in inode-operations. In such
operations the bit can be changed on the basis of
requirement. A 'C' file which contains an invocation of
the ioctl call can easily be cross compiled for a device.
We need to push it through the adb and then call it from
the adb-shell. We must have to cross compile it and in
order to complete this task we need to use arm-abi tool
chain.

Figure 1 Android Application Development.
The developing environment is set by the help of the
Android-SDK. An all-inclusive set of tools like
debuggers, libraries, various hand-set of emulators are
included in the Android Software Development Kit
(SDK). The necessary developer tools and API libraries
are provided by it to test, debug and build apps for the
Android. To rationalize the app development for Android
the ADT Bundle consists of the important A-SDK
constituent and edition of the Eclipse-IDE along with a
built-in ADT. For our existing environment the SDKmanager tool aids to get updated tools and novel Androidplatforms installed. SDK manager along with the help of
A-SDK split platforms, tools and other various
components into some packages that we can later
download. The SDK launching can be performed in one
of the given ways: From Eclipse (with ADT), select
Window – Android SDK Manager. On Windows, doubleclick the SDK Manager.exe file at the root of the Android
SDK directory. The powerful android applications can be
built by the help of ADT plug-ins. When we need to
swiftly set-up new Android projects the Eclipse
capabilities must be extended, UI has been constructed to
run an app, by using A-SDK tools debug the application,
and even APKs (signed or unsigned) are exported for
distributing the application.
The swiftest way to get started with is by using the
Eclipse constructed applications which used ADT. When
these projects have guided setup, they provide custom
XML editors; debug output pane and tools integration. An
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incredible boost is received with the development of
Android apps when ADT is involved. At last, to
intermingle with the server the Android Virtual Device
(emulator) works as the source. The figure shows The
Android Application Development Architecture.

the algorithm-generated key which is utilized in the work
done.

VIII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS AND
CONCLUSION

VI. PROGRESS
Some scenarios claim that the data in an Android smart
phone is accessed by the external applications without the
knowledge of the owner. The security issues are of the
major concern in the Android phones. The main purpose
is to cease the unintentional loss of data to external apps
by providing security. The data is personal as well as very
important to the owner of the phone; therefore, it must not
be exposed at any cost. In order to achieve this task and
safeguard the customer's data we are propounding novel
and effective mechanisms.

Figure 2 System Flow.
By the use of AES (Advanced Encryption Algorithm)
personal data security can be provided. The file that
owner intends to keep private must be encrypted and
password protected. Among the other existing algorithms
AES is regarded as the strongest and unbreakable
algorithm. Whenever a normal file indulges in accessing
the already encrypted file, the algorithm will put the
owner under notice of this and seek password for further
action. If the password is entered by the owner the file
decrypts and can be accessed further. In this way the file
will remain protected.
The Architecture diagram of the propounded system is
shown in fig. 2. Where GUI has been designed, the user
interface diagram there consists Android as its OS. The
key which is used for the encryption or decryption is
looked upon by the interface of application GUI. To
secure and safeguard the useful data 'Explore Files'
display all the files. The main activity is to take care of

The enhancement would suggest that simply in place of
AES any other algorithm can be utilized at application
level in case if security is to be offered. According to the
some discussions earlier security can be provided at
Kernel level as well. The key which is used for file is
stored by each key which is maintained by a Key-File. An
associative key mapping table has to be made for doing
so, keeping in mind that one must keep the records of the
"n" files which support only a single key.
Now-a-days, the omnipresence of smart phones is taking
the world by storm. However, we understand the
necessity of the security systems and the applications
which are supported by them. The main area of concern is
that the infrastructures for the security of these systems
are still in need of major development. The phone apps
security constraints now are augmented by the current
version of Android OS with an objective of overcoming
them. There is a need of safe and secure app interactions
which can safeguard the personal chats, SMSs, video and
audio data etc.
At present, many of the smart phones are susceptible to
various attacks by the architecture present in the security
system and due to the user's role in installing a particular
application on his phone. It is actually very difficult for a
user to decide which app to install on the basis of a mere
description. The security consciousness of the user is
continuously being expected by the Android framework
and ensures customers to believe that the app developers
are not sinister at all. Due to the above-mentioned
scenario it could happen that the user unknowingly
downloads the software which might contain a technical
threat for him. The major task here is to develop a system
that provides its customers ease to stay worriless with the
issues that troubles them from installing an app that does
not bring justice to their personal data from being
disclosed. Thus, a built-in system allows its user to simply
access and chooses the particular files that have to be
safeguarded and hence, secure them from others. It has
also crossed our attention that the security framework of
an Android is limited to the storage of its media present
on the phones.
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